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Preamble:  

The aim of this report is to provide methodological elements for the development of driving scenarios that can 

be used for the safety demonstration of automated road transport systems. It proposes a scenario-based 

approach on the combination of different characterisation axes of these scenarios, which appears to contribute 

to the research for the best possible coverage of the field of driving situations that such systems should be 

required to encounter. This document is not prescriptive in scope, but may serve as a basis for 

recommendations or as input for work aimed at prescribing scenarios to be taken into account in the design 

and validation of these systems. 

This report was prepared by the representatives of the DGITM in the safety validation working group of 

automated road transport systems set up to involve the French industry “France Véhicules Autonomes” in the 

development of the regulatory framework (Decree No. 2021-873 of 29 June 2021) and its implementation.  
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I. Introduction 

A. Context  

The safety demonstration of automated mobility systems will rely heavily on the use of driving scenarios to 

assess the ability of these systems to respond safely to all driving situations encountered in their operational 

design domain (ODD), and in particular to traffic hazards and/or malfunctions of those components of these 

systems. The value of driving scenarios for safety demonstration lies in the fact that they address the 

performance of automated road transport systems, regardless of the design or technologies used.  

In this sense, the scenario-based approach to safety demonstration appears to be complementary to the safety 

demonstration developed in the “Globally At Least Equivalent” (GAME) approach. The GAME approach seeks, 

schematically, i) to identify the causes of traffic hazards from the consequences in terms of events that have 

occurred, mainly in the form of malfunctions; ii) to allocate global safety targets at the system level to the 

functions of that system. In the GAME approach, failure analysis is carried out from the system to the 

components and vice versa, and this analysis is not independent of the design or the technologies used.  

Work on scenarios has increased considerably at international level (UNECE, WP29). 

Box: UNECE/WP29/GRVA/VMAD working group on safety validation methods 

Within the framework of the Working Party on Automated / Autonomous and Connected Vehicles (GRVA), the objective 

of the VMAD group is to develop assessment methods, including scenarios, to validate the safety of automated systems 

based on a multi-pillar approach including audit, simulation/virtual testing, test track, and real world testing. The terms of 

reference specify two priorities for this work  

 (i) Object and event detection and response (evaluation): Automated / autonomous vehicles should be able to detect and 

respond to objects and events that they can reasonably be expected to encounter within their functional design domain 

(ODD). 

(ii) Validation for the system safety: Vehicle manufacturers should demonstrate a robust design and validation process 

based on a systems engineering approach in order to design automated driving systems (ADS), free of unreasonable risks 

and to ensure compliance with traffic rules and the principles listed in this document. Design validation methods should 

include a safety risk assessment for the ADS and hazards analysis, for the Object and Event Detection Response (OEDR), 

but also for the overall vehicle design in which it is integrated and, where appropriate, for the wider transport ecosystem. 

Design validation methods should demonstrate the expected behavioural competencies of an automated/autonomous 

vehicle during nominal operation, the performance in accident avoidance situations and the performance of fallback 

strategies. Testing approaches may include a combination of simulation, track and road tests. 

The VMAD group will establish a scenario catalogue that should be considered to validate each safety requirement, using 

the different pillars of validation methods (audit, simulation, track and road tests), considering that it is ideal that the 

scenarios (agnostic to vehicle technology) can be adapted, in a comprehensive manner, to all situations encountered on 

public roads worldwide. Furthermore, the scenarios should not be limited to those deemed avoidable by ADS and 

reasonably foreseeable. 

 

In this context, international organisations representing the industry are active and are developing 

contributions that focus, at this stage, on the principles of scenario development and use, from the point of 

view of internal system design and validation processes. 

More recently, at the European level, the Commission's proposal for a so-called "ADS" regulation includes, in 

addition to safety requirements, a scenario catalogue that must be validated for vehicle type-approval.  

At the French level, the development of a shared doctrine for the use of driving scenarios is one of the priorities 

of the national strategy for the development of automated driving, in particular to support the regulatory 

framework for the authorisation of automated road transport systems (order of 14 April 2021 and decree of 29 

June 2021). 

B. Scope of the document 
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This document proposes initial methodological principles for the development and use of driving scenarios for 

the safety demonstration of automated road transport systems covered by the decree of 29 June 2021. In 

addition to providing input for the national framework and standardising driving scenario design practices, this 

document is intended to contribute to the European work (draft ADS regulation) and the United Nations work 

(work of the VMAD group, particularly on the "scenario generation" aspect). 

The interest of driving scenarios is based on two main, complementary logics: 

- a logic of covering the space of possibilities, including the "extremely rare cases" (edge cases), which are not 

necessarily probabilisable, which meets the objective of not having omitted cases which, although extremely 

rare, present sufficiently severe potential impacts, in order to seek to minimise the risk of omitting them in the 

design of the system. 

- an essentially probabilistic logic, in which the scenarios are used, with their probability of occurrence, to 

dimension the overall safety level of the system; 

Furthermore, the use of scenarios for the safety demonstration of automated mobility systems will have to 

combine approaches focused respectively on the vehicles, the systems to which they will be integrated 

(including connectivity and supervision functions) and the routes on which they will be deployed.  

The methodology proposed and explained in this document aims to achieve completeness in the identification 

of risks. Indeed, some of the steps in the safety demonstration process are likely to consume or generate 

scenarios; the identification and analysis of risks allows the contextualisation of dangerous situations. Linking 

the risk analysis to scenarios makes it possible to aim for completeness and relevance. 

In a first part, this document place the use of driving scenarios in safety demonstration, and recalls the place of 

scenarios respectively in performance validation and in system design, by making the link between the SOTIF 

(safety of the intended functionnalities), OEDR (object and event detection and response) and GAME (globally 

at least equivalent) approaches.  

In a second part, this document proposes a structure for describing scenarios, inspired by international work 

and consistent with the OEDR approach. The main contribution of this document is thus to propose an 

articulation / ordering of the scenario descriptor axes, compatible with the OEDR approach. This description 

structure aims at breaking down the space of possible scenarios into coherent axes, allowing to infer scenarios 

through the combination of these axes (e.g.: infrastructures / initial manoeuvres / hazards / malfunctions / 

visibility). In particular, this paper suggests searching for scenarios by combining traffic hazards, visibility 

defects, and malfunctions, with the idea of guarding against the omission of severe, albeit rare, scenarios. 

The third part proposes principles for the use of scenarios at vehicle, system and route level respectively. 

Finally, based on the above elements, the paper then proposes a list of scenarios that can be used to evaluate 

the performance of automated road systems, in particular in the context of the validation of deployed systems 

by public authorities. 

This document does not deal with scenarios that can be considered "internal" to the vehicle (fires, incivilities 

between passengers). It deals very briefly with scenarios where one of the components is a malfunction of the 

vehicle's automated driving system or the system (e.g. connectivity) in which various vehicles are integrated. 

The underlying idea is that this family of scenarios is even more endogenous to the design of the various 

systems. This limitation of the scope of the document implies that minimal risk manoeuvres resulting from 

losses of system functionality are not covered by the proposed scenarios.  

This document also does not address scenarios related to the management of passenger boarding and alighting, 

either in "nominal" situations (predefined stops) or in emergency situations (stops in the middle of the track). 

These families of scenarios (typically of excess risk during or after a safety manoeuvre) are close to those arising 

from traffic hazards and could merit further development.  
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This methodological document is to be considered as an illustration of the expression of the responses / 

manoeuvres of the systems but does not prohibit interesting evolutions of these lists of scenarios in the 

framework of concrete projects. Similarly, it does not restrict future enrichments resulting from active 

approaches to analysis by different stakeholder. It is an initialisation document that allows the harmonisation 

of certain methodological aspects that will facilitate the extraction of relevant scenarios for any system safety 

demonstration. 

Based on the state of the art and in particular on the work carried out on the ODDs and on OEDR, this 

methodological document aims to propose working bases for the work remaining to be built on the scenarios 

used for the safety demonstration of automated road transport systems. 

The idea is rather that the proposed lists constitute a basis, from which to look for scenarios:  

- more precise (in particular by taking into account the limits of the ODD attached to the use cases evaluated 

or by considering the specificities of the deployment path);  

- more complete, (in particular by using risk analyses to complete traffic hazard analyses);  

- more diverse, in particular through the accumulation of experience feedback or the addition of other 

scenario description axes as the use cases mature (e.g. remote intervention, coordinated management of 

several vehicles). The lists of scenarios constructed using this method are intended to represent a generic 

catalogue of essential scenarios. 

This document does not address, at this stage, the validation process in which these scenarios should be 

preferentially used (e.g. auditing of design methods or ex-post performance verification; testing of scenarios in 

real-life conditions or use of simulations). This paper aims to present, in a first step, the approach based on 

driving scenarios and contributing to the safety demonstration of vehicles and systems integrated in an 

automated road transport service. This document does not prejudge the articulation between the different 

stages of this process nor the use and level of deployment of this method.  

This document also leaves open the question of the degree of requirements in the consideration of scenarios 

in the safety design or demonstration (e.g. existence of a system response, logical description of the system 

response, and measurement of the system response). Similarly, this document does not address the "who does 

what" in the operational definition of the scenarios to be tested or simulated, nor the validation criteria (pass 

or fail). Similarly, this document does not address the criticality of scenarios and is not a means of demonstrating 

the achievement of a quantified safety level. 

The theoretical scenario generation approach will also have to be confronted and completed by scenarios 

collected and provided by feedback. The methodology is therefore not finalised and the list of scenarios is not 

fixed, although the combinatorial approach is intended to be exhaustive. 

Furthermore, this document does not cover all possible traffic situations encountered by automated road 

transport systems. For example, specific interaction scenarios with special vehicle categories and scenarios 

conditional on the supervision deployed on a route are not described. Annexes will be added to the scenarios 

for interactions with priority vehicles and law enforcement agencies and remote intervention scenarios 

respectively. 

Finally, it should be remembered that this document has no prescriptive scope on the type of response that the 

system should provide in the face of a given hazard. It is a methodological document on the development of 

driving scenarios that can be used to demonstrate the safety of these systems. 
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Schematically, this document addresses the issues as follows: 

 

Legend :  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nomenclatures and principles for developing scenarios 

Nominal driving Critical traffic 

hazards 

 

Malfunctions Behavioral incidents internal to 

vehicles or stops 

Covered by this document Not covered by this document 

Use / relevance of scenarios 

Critical traffic hazards * malfunctions 

Scenario feeding methods 

Driving data Accidentology Sayings of experts 

Vehicle / ADS level Integrated system level Routes or zones level 

Roles in scenario use/prescription 

Designer / manufacturer Operator / service 

organizer 

Qualified body Validating public authorities 

Tools for implementing scenarios in the security demonstration 

Test track testing Real life testing Simulations Others (functional descriptions of 

responses,) 

Quantification rules (frequency, severity) of scenarios 

Rules for sharing scenarios between actors the use / prescription of scenarios 

Scenario configuration for the safety demonstration (including pass or fail criteria) 

 

Figure 1: Diagram of the document architecture with regard to the general security validation architecture 
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C. Framework from international work 

The work of the UNECE WP29 states that a scenario is "a description of one or more real driving situations that 

may occur during a given trip". "A scenario may involve many elements, such as the road layout, types of road 

users, objects exhibiting static or various dynamic behaviours, and various environmental conditions (among 

other factors)”.  

The WP29 work points out that "the use of scenarios can be applied to different testing methodologies, such as 

virtual simulation testing, test track testing and real world testing. Together, these methodologies provide a 

multifaceted test architecture, with each methodology having specific strengths and weaknesses. As a result, 

some scenarios may be more appropriately tested using some test methodologies than others”. 

D. Primacy of the performance approach 

The main purpose of the contribution to the scenario-based safety demonstration is to verify that an automated 

road transport system, characterised by a set of specifications resulting from its internal design and validation 

process, is capable of behaving safely in the driving situations it may encounter in traffic.  

Schematically, the scenarios can be used, on the one hand, during the design of the systems and their validation 

"in itinere" by the designers; on the other hand, in the evaluation of the "ex post" performance of the systems, 

once designed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The scenario approach developed in this document corresponds first of all to the external performance vision, 

the scenarios thus constituting an "external and ex-post benchmark" (or external ex-post control), in relation 

to a specification process of a system and its components. It thus constitutes the basis for defining the "at least 

equivalent" but also for proving that reasonably foreseeable risks have been taken into account (ISO 26262 and 

214481), and that the safety objective has been achieved before marketing or commissioning. 

 

 

                                                           
1 More commonly referred to as SOTIF in the rest of this report. 

Validation scenarios 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

System specification 

 

 

Functionalities ODD Route 

Driving situation 

 Infrastructures Manœuvres  

Traffic hazards and malfunctions 

 

 

Responses 

 
Figure 2: Diagram of the driving scenario approach instantiated to the system 
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Figure 3: Performance vision of the driving scenario approach 

 

Nevertheless, and this diagram reminds us of this, the two principles introduced must be clearly dissociated: 

 the demonstration of functional safety which deals with the SOTIF; 

 and the demonstration of safety which deals with safe behaviour in response to malfunctions. 

The SOTIF-based functional safety demonstration introduces the notion of scenarios, which is essentially 

applicable in this framework. The diagram in Figure 3 above which describes the notion of verifying safety 

constraints through the application of scenarios applies and is limited to functional behaviours only and 

excludes system malfunctions. 

E. Screening of potentially dangerous driving situations 

The scenario approach aims to contribute to the description of the driving situations that the system will 

encounter in traffic. This description raises difficulties related mainly to the multiplicity of driving situations 

potentially encountered and to the notion of "unknown and dangerous" (or "black swan") scenarios (not to 

mention the problem of quantifying (probability/severity) these scenarios, which is not addressed in this 

document).  

The scenario generation approach through the combination of description axes, which underlies this document, 

can facilitate the description of "known" scenarios (without dealing at this stage with dangerousness), and help 

to identify "unknown" scenarios, with the aim of reducing the list. 

 

Figure 4: Link to SOTIF approach 

Performance evaluation by 

scenarios 

Audit of the use of scenarios in design 

 Specified system (functions, level of risk) 
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F. Genesis of the OEDR2 approach 

The scenario approach, by aiming to inventory the driving situations that the automated road system may 

encounter in order to minimise the number of unknown dangerous scenarios, is presented as a process whose 

genesis can be found in the "OEDR"3 approach, whose underlying idea is to ensure the completeness of the 

system's responses through a three-step inventory reasoning:: 

i) traffic hazards ("objects and events") ;  

ii) detection and recognition performance (“detection”);  

iii) system response performance. 

The scenario approach developed in this document is largely inspired by the OEDR approach, which seeks to 

identify the potential consequences of the events encountered. 

Hereafter, the description of the scenarios takes up this decomposition into three levels (events  detection 

 response). The proposed description generally considers the overall performance of the system (detection + 

response), in order to remain in line with the targeted performance approach. However, when necessary, the 

detection stage is isolated, when it appears to be decisive for describing certain types of scenarios, in particular 

those induced by visibility alterations or malfunctions of certain sub-systems (connectivity in particular). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

G. Link with GAME approach 

The objective of the safety demonstration, in the sense of the GAME approach, is to show that the overall level 

of safety with regard to users, operating staff and third parties is at least equivalent to the existing level of 

safety or to that resulting from the implementation of the systems or subsystems providing comparable services 

or functions, taking into account the state of the art, the feedback from experience concerning them, and the 

reasonably foreseeable traffic conditions on the route or in the traffic area considered. This demonstration 

makes it possible to combine several types of approach at the level of systems or subsystems considered: 

compliance with existing regulations and technical standards, comparison with existing reference systems (gap 

approach), detailed risk analysis combining inductive and deductive analyses. The GAME demonstration 

concerns the overall perimeter of the system and aims to cover all risks relating to the safety of transported 

persons and third parties, without being limited to those linked to vehicle collisions or system malfunctions. It 

defines both quantitative and qualitative requirements, covering both the design and operation of the system. 

These requirements are then applied to the various subsystems and components and to the safety management 

system. 

                                                           
2 The aim here is not to test and evaluate malfunctions intrinsic to the system's technology but to test the system's ability 
to function in a given environment. 
3 OEDR = object and event detection and response; approach developed by the NHTSA in the United States 

Figure 5: Link with the OEDR approach 
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Figure 6: Articulation between GAME approach and OEDR approach 

II. Proposed definition of scenarios  

This section proposes a decomposition into axes or "layers" for the definition of driving scenarios for the 

contribution to safety demonstration. The proposal below results from: 

- on the one hand, the use of the concept of OEDR, which is particularly well suited to the use of scenarios 

for demonstrating the performance of automated systems, in the sense that they first describe the events 

potentially encountered and then the system's responses; 

- secondly, an analysis of the state of the art (cf. appendix), developed until now mainly for motorway use 

cases: compared to this state of the art, the safety demonstration of automated road transport systems 

brings a greater diversity of manoeuvres and hazards in an urban environment, and in particular i) more 

complex interaction scenarios between the ego vehicle and one or more third party users; ii) the problems 

of connectivity and supervision; iii) the more explicit consideration of the problem of visibility masks in 

traffic environmentsroposition de définition des scénarios  

A. Definitions 

Given the diversity of work on unambiguous scenarios, it may be useful to define the main terms in the 

vocabulary of the driving scenario approach4: 

- Scene: description at a given moment of the system and its environment (objects, actors, road 

infrastructure...). 

- Scenario: sequence of scenes and events and/or actions. A scenario is the temporal development of scenes. 

A scenario consists of an initial scene, an event or action and a final scene. 

- Event: change in the external environment of the ego. 

- Action: change in the state of the ego or the system. 

- Use case (in the context of the scenario approach): consisting of a scenario and/or i. an operating domain, 

ii. expected behaviour, iii. operating limits. 

- Test case: the test case is a concrete scenario with a unique expected behaviour, i.e. an instantiated logical 

scenario with specific values, a requirement and a criterion. 

                                                           
4 The definitions proposed in this section are in line with the state of the art and in particular with the work in progress at 
ISO. 

Requirements + overall security 
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Traffic hazard
A
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contextFailure ?

Traffic hazard
B

Traffic hazard
C
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GAME         OEDR 

Quantitative approach to 
global safety 

Research on the completeness 
of the risk analysis (cf. back 
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Classically, there are three levels of abstraction of scenario definition: 

 

 

These three levels can be presented in a "bottom-up" aggregation logic: 

 Concrete: fully defined sequence of events, each value is specified and all specifics are defined. The concrete 

scenario is the maximum instantiation level. 

 Logical: presents the flow logic (with value ranges and logical distributions if required). The logical scenario 

is the generic level. 

 Functional: grouped by families of logical scenarios. 

These three levels can also be presented in a top-down approach, starting from a definition of a functional 

scenario as a "typical manoeuvre scenario" (e.g. overtaking), which is then broken down into combinatorics of 

events and/or actions, defined qualitatively (without parameter values), and then specified by quantitative 

parameters (e.g. relative speed, visibility). 

 

 

B. Issues of standardisation of certain scenario descriptors 

In recent years, there has been a great deal of work on describing the scenarios developed in the various eco-

systems or countries. This has resulted in a number of common features, in particular the principle of 

description at three levels of detail: functional, logical and concrete. 

 

Figure 7: Three levels of scenario description 

These works also result in some significant differences in the ordering of the axes of scenario description, with 

certain proposals tending to multiply the axes. It should be noted that this multiplication of axes has the virtue 

of facilitating the combination of risk factors in the scenarios, and therefore seems more conducive to a broad 

generation of scenarios. 

The question of the opportunity of standardising the description of scenarios is complex. On the one hand, 

considering that the scenario approach is subsidiary to the description of the ODDs (specific to each system or 

use case) and should aim at the maximum exhaustiveness of the description of possible scenarios, the 

standardisation of descriptors may seem inappropriate (scenarios may appear outside a space of pre-defined 

descriptors). On the other hand, the idea that scenario generation is a cumulative process of expertise and/or 

data makes the standardisation of descriptors meaningful. 

Functional scenario Logical scenario 

Functional 

scenarios 
Logical 

scenarios 

Concrete 

scenarios 

Concrete scenario 
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All in all, the approach adopted in this document is to consider the virtue of standardising certain layers of 

description (nominal manoeuvres, traffic environments, typology of traffic hazards), notably at the level of 

functional and logical description of scenarios, but not to try to standardise the description of the technical 

malfunctions of the systems, nor of the response manoeuvres of the systems to the hazards or malfunctions 

(however, the question of the standardised description of the minimal risk manoeuvres and/or remote 

interventions, should remain open - these manoeuvres are not deepened in this document) 

Thus, the approach proposed here remains technology agnostic, seeking only to analyse the consequences of 

the detection of events and objects in traffic from high-level requirements. The consideration of scenarios 

remains at the system level, the treatment of requirements related to responses and allocation to system 

components and functions is not the subject of this document. 

C. General architecture proposed by the scenario definition   

The general architecture proposed, taking into account the elements below, is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(NB : in the following, the notion of automated road transport system refers to a set of vehicles and all technical installations 

(mainly connectivity) involved in safety and deployed on predefined routes or traffic zones; an automated system refers to 

the automated driving system attached to a vehicle; by abuse of language, a vehicle refers to an automated vehicle). 

 

This architecture leads to a definition of the scenarios in five axes: 

1. Static traffic environment (e.g. geometric configuration of the infrastructure) 

2. Nominal driving manoeuvre  

3. Hazards (collision precursor events; system malfunctions)  

- (NB: visibility impairments are described in axis 5 below) 

- (NB2: system malfunctions are not covered in this scenario document) 

4. System response 

5. Hazard affecting the system response (hazard combinatorics; visibility). 

These axes are detailed below. 

 

 

 

 

 

Situation nominale 

Intention de conduite (manœuvre 

nominale en cours) 

 Cf. descripteurs ci-dessous 

Contexte de conduite (configuration statique 

de l’infrastructure) 

 Cf. descripteurs ci-dessous 

 Aléas 

Evénements redoutés de circulation 

 Cf. descripteurs ci-dessous 

Dysfonctionnement (système / infrastructure) 

 Cf. listes à produire dans le cadre GAME 

Réponses 

Aléas affectant les réponses 

Figure 8: General architecture of the driving scenario approach 
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D. Combination of axes and scenario descriptors  

As mentioned in the introduction, the "core" lists of scenarios presented in the following are mainly derived 

from the combination of the axes  

1 (static driving environment) 
* 

2 (nominal manoeuvre) 
* 

3 (hazard) 
* 

5 (hazard affecting responses, focusing on environmental conditions 
 conditions and visibility masks). 

 

Axis 1: Traffic environments - nominal static elements  

The driving environment describes the nominal static elements of the traffic infrastructure. In other 

approaches, this is commonly referred to as the ODD analysis. 

 Geometry: The geometry of the infrastructure includes a description of the type of infrastructure, 

the type of route and the specific characteristics of the route (number of lanes, lane width, lane 

angle, radius of curvature, pavement gradient, etc.). The description of the carriageway can be 

carried out with the help of Part 7 of the Ministerial Instructions on Road Signs and Signals (IISR). 

However, everything related to the pavement condition is not taken into account at this level but 

in the hazards affecting the system response (skid resistance, pavement deterioration). These 

concepts include both vertical and horizontal signs. 

 Signalling: Signalling details all the characteristics related to the priority regime and compliance 

with the highway code. It may be useful to refer to Parts 2 and 3 of the IISR relating respectively to 

Danger signs and Intersections and priority regimes. These concepts include both vertical and 

horizontal signs. 

 Lisibility (static masks): This involves taking into account the static masks present on the roadway 

and which may influence the perception of objects. 

Static route descriptors 

 

Geometric characteristics Static signage (vertical, horizontal) 

Type of infrastructure (roadway, tunnel, bridge) Priority regime 

Type of roadway (dual carriageway, two-way, one-way) “Danger” signage 

Number of lanes Speed limits 

Lane width Traffic lights 

Geometry of the intersection: lane angles (intersection, 
roundabout, level crossing) 

Prescription signage (including access control, limiting 
certain areas to certain users) 

Radius of curvature  

Declivity  

 

Axis 2: Nominal manoeuvres (driving intention) 

The description of nominal manoeuvres refers to the driving intentions of the ego. These are all driving 

situations that the vehicle should be able to handle in a nominal situation. These manoeuvres are described 

assuming no interaction with third parties and no system malfunctions.  
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The informative list of nominal driving manoeuvres is detailed below. It is not excluded at this stage that other 

descriptors will be added to this list. It is not excluded at this stage that other descriptors will be added to this 

list. 

Nominal manoeuvre descriptors (driving intentions of the ego vehicle) 

- Rolling 
o Rolling - nominal situation / following lane or vehicle in its lane 
o Crossing (two-way traffic) 
o Lane change 
o Overtaking (from the left if not specified) 

- Intersections and crossings 
o Crossing a roundabout 
o Crossing an intersection 
o Crossing a level crossing 
o Turning right at an intersection 
o Turning left at an intersection  
o U-turn 

- Entering and leaving a lane 
o Entering from insertion lane / acceleration 
o Exit to exit lane / deceleration 
o Insertion from lane / private site 

- Parking 
o Entering and stopping on a CT slot 
o Exit from CT slot to public road 
o Stop on track 
o Post-stop departure from track 
o Parking manoeuvre on the public highway (slot along the track) 
o On-track parking manoeuvre (in-line parking) 
o On-street parking manoeuvre (herringbone parking) 
o Exit from on-street parking (notch along lane) 
o Exit from on-street parking (in-line parking) 
o Exit from on-street parking (herringbone parking) 

 

Axis 3: Hazards 

Traffic hazards mark the transition from nominal to hazard and from pure description to criticality assessment 

of events. Traffic hazards comprise two different concepts. Firstly, the collision precursor events are described, 

which characterise the interactions with third parties (other road users) and objects. Secondly, system 

malfunctions characterise the system-level traffic hazards that can occur in traffic. 

 Collision or incident precursor events (= traffic hazards): Collision precursor events refer to interactions 

with road users including pedestrians and cyclists more broadly categorised as vulnerable road users 

(VRU), motorised two-wheelers (2WD) as well as any other road vehicle. Objects as well as animals are 

also included in the third parties that can lead to a precursor collision event. 

 System malfunctions, which characterise all technical malfunctions likely to lead to a dangerous 

situation for the safety of passengers or other road users (shuttle fire, door blockage) in traffic or when 

stationary, as well as events due to risky behaviour by vehicle users (person trapped in the door, 

passenger falling out). 

The list of crash precursor events is not intended to be completely fixed but rather to cover all reasonably 

foreseeable situations encountered by the vehicle. Standardisation of the attributes of the collision precursor 

events allows a sufficient level of detail to be achieved without freezing the possibilities. 
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Collision precursor event descriptors 

- Nature  
o 4 RM, 2 RM, VRU, animal, object 
o Number / density (if multiple objects) 

- Size   
o NB: three dimensions for vehicles and objects 

- Location in relation to the ego vehicle 
o Lane or location of the third party vehicle in relation to that of the ego vehicle 
o Distances 

 In relation to the vehicle 
 Relative to the roadway / lane (e.g. pedestrians, off-centre target) 
 In relation to the lane (e.g. vehicle or object encroachment) 

- Manoeuvre 
o Speed of travel (or stop) 
o Angle  
o Type of manoeuvre in progress if identified (e.g. overtaking, parking exit, etc.) 

- Contextual elements that are presumed to be the attitudes of the third party user  
o E.g.: erratic movements; attached objects (e.g. balloon); foot on the road with a view to crossing; person 

inside the vehicle; open door (rear or side); person around the vehicle...  
- NB: Descriptors of adjacent collision precursor event generation poles: 

o Characteristics of the intersecting roadway (see above) 
o Characteristics of the adjacent generating zones (public buildings, car parks,...) 

 

Malfunctions are not the subject of this document. They are identified and dealt with by applying the GAME 

method. It is commonly referred to as a list of system level feared events, which may lead to accidents in the 

context of hazardous situations (contextualised by axes 1 to 3). System malfunctions are not the subject of this 

document. 

Axis 4: System response manoeuvres 

The system response manoeuvres are not a priori standardisable, nor are the response descriptors, as the 

response depends on the environment and its infrastructure, the precursor collision event and the system 

capabilities and performance. However, it appears that some minimal attributes such as lane changes, 

deceleration level, emergency manoeuvres and minimum risk manoeuvres (MRM) are useful. Similarly, more 

detailed attributes for emergency manoeuvres and MRMs could be more finely described (maximum 

breakpoint reach distance, number of possible lane changes, value of reduced speed). 

Response manoeuvres can be described by response or hazard trees (see manoeuvre flowcharts). 

Axis 5: Hazards affecting the system response 

System response hazards characterise additional constraints that complicate and modify the system response 

and are likely to create over-reactions. Several types of hazards are listed in this section. 

 Unexpected masks: Unintended masks refer to all non-static masks that may be encountered by the 

ego vehicle, including moving road users. 

 Climatic conditions: Climatic conditions have a temporary impact that complicates the environment and 

the nominal infrastructure. 

 System malfunction, which if considered in Axis 5 as a hazard affecting system response, would be in 

addition to a crash or incident precursor event. 

 Adhesion 

 Adaptive behaviours of collision precursors: Collision precursors do not always have predictable 

behaviours for the ego-vehicle, making its response more complex and impaired. The adaptive 

responses of third parties can lead to over-collision precursor events. 
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Special case of connectivity 

Connectivity is, from the point of view of an automated road transport system, integrating vehicles and off-

board equipment, a component of the system5, and must therefore be considered as a source of 

malfunctioning-type hazards (including when these malfunctions affect the system's response to traffic 

hazards). When only the vehicle is considered, the connectivity system can be considered as part of the static 

driving environment. The proposed approach focuses on traffic hazards, which will require further work to 

better integrate connectivity faults or malfunctions into the scenario development. It is proposed to defer this 

issue, as well as the description of remote interventions, to a later edition of this document. 

 

E. Expected contribution of the scenarios to the different safety demonstration issues 

The table below shows the general expectations for the scenarios in the safety demonstration: 

Types of driving situations Expected contribution of the scenarios 

Nominal behaviour in the ODD  Completeness of the nominal manoeuvres actually achievable by the system, 
compared to those considered in the system design 

 Consistency of the SDO actually achievable by the system, compared to those 
considered in the system design. 

Response to traffic hazards in 
nominal operation 

 Completeness of traffic hazards considered in the system design 

 Capacity to detect the hazards considered in the system design 

 Capacity to respond to traffic hazards considered in the system design 

 Safety of response to traffic hazards considered in system design 

Response to system malfunctions 
without traffic hazards 

 Completeness of the malfunctions considered in the system design 

 Ability to detect faults taken into account in the system design 

 Ability to respond to malfunctions taken into account in the system design 

 Safety of response to traffic malfunctions considered in the system design 

Response to a malfunction during a 
response to a traffic hazard or to a 
traffic hazard during a response to a 
malfunction 

 Completeness of the malfunction ↔ hazard combinatorics taken into 
account in the system design 

 System response capacity 

 Safety of the response 

 

  

                                                           
5 Connectivity can also be seen as a system interacting with the STRA. It is also in this case a source of dysfunctional 
hazards that should be considered. 
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F. Use of scenarios at vehicle, system and route levels 

The table below suggests the particular contributions expected from the scenarios according to the level of the 

SDGs of interest. The following section details a possible articulation of scenario inputs between the vehicle - 

system - route levels. 

Types of driving 
situations 

Expected contribution 
of the scenarios 

Specific contributions expected from the scenarios 

deviations or 
specificities of static 

attributes from a 
generic ODD 

visibility-related 
attributes 

attributes related to 
the specificity of the 

route 

Nominal 
behaviour in the 
ODD 

 Completeness of 
nominal 
manoeuvres  

 Consistency of the 
ODD 

Deviations from 
"standard" geometric 
design attributes (e.g. 
number of entrances 
to a roundabout) 

Non-course related 
visibility 
impairments (e.g. 
brightness, glare) 

Route visibility masks 
Consistency of the 
pathway with the static 
nominal SDG 

Response to 
traffic hazards 
in nominal 
operation 

 Completeness of 
traffic hazards  

 Hazard detection 
capability  

 Hazard response 
capability  

 Safety of hazard 
response 

Hazard detection or 
response capabilities 
affected by geometric 
design deviations (e.g. 
roundabout features 
above) 

Visibility 
impairments that 
particularly affect 
the detection of 
certain objects or 
shapes 

Hazards whose 
existence or 
probability of 
occurrence is specific 
to the route 
Visibility masks that 
particularly affect the 
detection of certain 
objects or shapes 

Response to 
system 
malfunctions 
without traffic 
hazards 

 Completeness of 
malfunctions  

 Ability to detect 
malfunctions  

 Ability to respond to 
malfunctions  

 Safety of the 
response to 
malfunctions 

Relates a priori to the 
vehicle level (type-
approval) 

Risks of 
malfunctioning of 
certain 
components 
aggravating the 
alterations in 
visibility (e.g.: 
failure of the 
redundancy) 

Risks of malfunctioning 
due to the 
configuration of the 
course (e.g. 
geolocation wells) 

Response to a 
malfunction 
during a 
response to a 
traffic hazard or 
to a traffic 
hazard during a 
response to a 
malfunction 

 Completeness of 
combined 
malfunction ↔ 
hazard  

 Response capacity of 
the system 

 Safety of the 
response 

Cf. combinations above 

 

This section aims to outline what would be expected from driving scenarios in the analysis of hazards at different 

levels: vehicles; systems; systems deployed on a route. This document presents the first elements of reflection 

on the use of scenarios at the vehicle, system and route levels. 

Schematically, the articulation of these three levels should first of all allow for a broadening of the "screening" 

of scenarios: it is a question of identifying scenarios which would not have been detected at the vehicle level, 

but which are specifically brought about by the integration of vehicles in systems, then by their deployment on 

a route. Beyond screening, it will also be a question of identifying, during the passage of the vehicle  route  

 system, the hazards whose  
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i. frequency can be increased (e.g. collision precursor events such as schools, sports facilities, 

bars, discotheques);  

ii. severity can be increased (e.g. higher contextual speed on the route);  

iii. detection capability may be impaired (e.g. visibility masks); and possibly  

iv. response capability may be impaired (especially if this capability involves components beyond 

the vehicle). 

Furthermore, the articulation between the vehicle - system - route levels should meet a criterion of 

"subsidiarity", reserving the scenarios used at the vehicle level to what could be considered as independent of 

the functionalities and hazards that will be provided by the systems and/or routes. 

The diagram below summarises these principles, which are set out in the following table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vehicle System Route 

Figure 9: Articulation between vehicle/system/route levels 
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Vehicle System Route 

Scenarios from  

- nominal manoeuvres foreseen 
in the ODD (e.g. MRM) 

- standardised behaviour of other 
users 

- ego vehicle speeds at the fringe 
of the ODD 

- standardised road geometries 

- favourable static visibility 
conditions (maximum visibility 
angles, absence of masks) 

- standardised dynamic visibility 
conditions (brightness, glare, 
fog) 

- standardised adherence 
resistance conditions 

Scenarios using the  capabilities designed into 
the system: 

- vehicle ODD manoeuvres in instrumented 
standard areas (= "accompanied 
manoeuvres") 

- manoeuvres outside the vehicle's ODD 
enabled by the unloaded capabilities (= 
"augmented manoeuvres") 

- remote intervention  

- during a nominal manoeuvre 

- following a stop (incl. following MRM 
or emergency manoeuvre) 

Scenarios from nominal 
manoeuvres in the system's ODD 
using land-based capabilities on 
the route. 

Scenarios from nominal 
manoeuvres in the system's ODD, 
in areas of critical static visibility 
(penalizing masks) identified in 
the route analysis 

Scenarios from nominal 
manoeuvres in the system's ODD, 
taking into account road 
geometry characteristics that 
deviate substantially from the 
standard geometries used at 
vehicle level (narrow lanes, steep 
gradients), identified in the route 
analysis 

Scenarios derived from nominal 
manoeuvres in the system's ODD, 
taking into account degraded 
traffic conditions (adverse 
weather conditions, poor 
traction) that may alter the 
system's response, identified in 
the path analysis  

Scenarios resulting from taking 
into account the generation 
zones of third party users, 
speeding zones, speed deviation, 
connection faults, etc. 
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G. Contributions of the route analysis to the development of scenarios 

As indicated above, the development of scenarios should make it possible to complete an analysis centred on 

the vehicle, by an analysis of the specificities brought by the system (in particular by a possible increase in 

performance attached to the vehicles alone; but also by specific risks to the system layer). Beyond that, the 

analysis of the route is intended to complete the analysis at vehicle and system level, along ten main lines: 

- Identify the geometric configurations of the route that deviate from the generic configurations used to 

define the scenarios at vehicle or system level (e.g. reduced width of lanes, reduced length of lane 

convergences, reduced length of deceleration zones on a diverging route, reduced radii of curvature); 

- Identify signalling devices that are particularly likely to be affected by a temporary mask (stopped vehicle); 

- Identify static masks on the route that affect visibility conditions, particularly at intersections; 

- Identify areas where third party users generate traffic, according to their nature (e.g. schools, bars, discos, 

sports facilities, farm roads, car park exits, etc.) and any interactions; 

- Identify areas or sections where the difference between the commercial speed of the vehicle and the 

maximum authorised speed is particularly high; 

- Identify areas where speeding behaviour could be particularly observed (lack of speed bumps or traffic 

calming devices); 

- Identify areas where flow separation devices are likely to be of limited effectiveness (possibility of 

bypassing); 

- Identify connected signalling devices on which the vehicle depends; 

- Identify areas of possible loss of GPS positioning (tunnels, urban canyons), more generally, identify areas 

where any disturbance to perception or location related to the route environment (growth of shrubs, 

trackside hedges, growth of trees and grasses, foliage of trees disturbing GPS reception...); 

- Identify areas that are particularly prone to parking problems, particularly at vehicle stops.  

The better the analysis of the routes will make it possible to identify these specificities, the more the 

requirements on the scenarios will be able to remain generic at the level of the vehicles and the systems. 

Special features of the route Types of adapted scenarios 

Geometric route configurations deviating from 
generic configurations 

Nominal manoeuvres (free running type) 

Static masks on the route Interactions with third party users (intersections, 
crossing vulnerable users) 

Signalling devices likely to be affected by a temporary 
mask 

Nominal manoeuvres (approaching intersections) 

Third party user generation areas Precautionary manoeuvres (slowing down) during a 
nominal manoeuvre 
Interactions with third party users including UVR 

Areas of offending behaviour Interactions with third party users (speeding, failure 
to give way) 

Large speed differences Interactions with third party users 

Less efficient flow separations Interactions with third party users (crossing 
vulnerable users) 

Connected signalling Nominal manoeuvres 

Areas of possible loss of position Nominal manoeuvres 

Areas where parking is a problem. Nominal manoeuvres (stop/start types) 
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III. Summary of the articulation of useful approaches and reference systems 

The diagrams below summarise the approach adopted in the preceding sections and outline the organisation 

of the repositories whose need stems from this approach. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following diagram summarises the different areas of useful frameworks, with the present document 

constituting a first element of a framework for some of them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: First elements of framework 

OEDR ODD Route analysis 

 

 

Route analysis framework 

 

 

 

 

Risk allocation frameworks and security levels 

 

 

 

Scenario generation frameworks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scenario description 

framework (generic) 

Scenario combinatorial 

(generic) 

Scenario rating framework  
(severity, frequency) 

Framework for generating scenarios from 

driving and accident data 

Framework for the identification of route-

specific scenarios 

GAME framework 

Frameworks for the use of scenarios at vehicle, system or route level and for carrying out 

tests, real conditions or simulations 

 

 

 

Minimis lists of scenarios (generic) 

(Generic) vehicle (or system) level scenarios 

Scenario generation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Route-specific scenarios 

Quantifiable scenarios (frequency, severity) Non-quantifiable frequency scenarios 

Quantified use of scenarios - design 

approaches - V-validation :  

ISO 26262, SOTIF, GAME 

Ad hoc use  

(tests, simulations, functional and logical 

descriptions) 

Figure 10: Organisation of the scenario approach 

Technical system risk analyses Risk analysis adapted to the course 
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The diagram below presents in a very schematic way the articulation between the layers proposed respectively 

for the definition of the SDGs, the OEDR and the generation of the scenarios:  
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Figure 12: Articulation between ODDs - OEDR - Scenarios 
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IV. Proposed lists scenarios 

This section proposes an illustrative minimum list of scenarios that should lead to performance evaluations of 

automated road transport systems, distinguishing between vehicle, system and route levels. The illustrative list 

of scenarios derived from the combinatorial approach presented above deliberately reduces the possible 

combinations to remain illustrative. It proposes, for the axes that have been retained in the combinatorial 

approach and in particular for the critical scenarios, certain values of possible parameters in terms of speeds, 

deceleration and encroachment on the lane for example. 

By proposing a list of illustrative scenarios, we deliberately depart from the principle of exhaustiveness induced 

by the combinatorial approach of all the axes. 
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SE
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Scenario generation approach 

proposed in this document 

Road infrastructure 

Nominal manoeuvre 

Event 

Fisrt response 

Scenario definition 
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Road infrastructure 

Environnement 

Objet 

Layers 

Action & event 

Intended 

behavior 

Figure 13: Scenarios and scenario approach 

State and nominal 
manoeuvre 

NB: insofar as it may generate overhangs 

to be integrated into the scenario 

Last response 

Hazard affecting response 
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- Nominal manoeuvres in the static ODD (without critical traffic hazard) 

 Vehicle 
(or system *) 

Route 

NB: below, the scenarios are indicated under the condition that the corresponding nominal manoeuvre appears in the system's ODD 
NB bis: the scenario definition axes below are to be combined (e.g. [ I or II ] * [ i or j ] * [a or b] ) 

Rolling   

Track Rolling 

Maintaining the lane at the vehicle's speed limits : 

I) On divided lanes (1; 2; 3 lanes) 
II) On two-way lanes (2*1; 2*2; 2+1 lanes) 

i) Without vehicle on the adjacent lane in the same direction 
j) With vehicle of same speed on adjacent lane of same direction 

a) In straight line and nominal visibility 
b) In radius of curvature and visibility at the limits of the vehicle or system ODD 

To be linked to the notion of "free running" over the 
whole route, without traffic,  

a) In nominal visibility conditions 
b) At the limit of visibility conditions of the ODD 

system 

Crossing (two-
way traffic) 

Maintaining the speed limits of the ego vehicle and the vehicle in the opposite direction (of the same 
speed as the ego vehicle) in a two-way lane (2*1; 2*2 lanes; 2+1 lanes) 

i) Without vehicle on the adjacent lane of the same direction 
j) With vehicle of the same speed on the adjacent lane of the same direction 

a) In straight line and nominal visibility 
b) In radius of curvature and visibility at the limits of the vehicle or system ODD 

To be linked to the notion of "free running" over the 
whole route, without traffic,  
a) In nominal visibility conditions 
b) At the limit of visibility conditions of the ODD system 

Lane change 

Not changing lanes in the presence of signs prohibiting it, at the speed limits of the vehicle ego 

a) In a straight line and in nominal visibility 
b) In radius of curvature and visibility at the limits of the vehicle ODD 

Changing lanes in a straight section 

(i) With a vehicle of the same speed in line with the vehicle, in the adjacent lane, preventing the lane 
change 
(j) With a vehicle of the same speed behind the vehicle in the adjacent lane preventing the lane 
change 

a) In a straight line and in nominal visibility 
b) In curvature and visibility at the limits of the vehicle ODD 

Anticipation of turning into a converging lane (from the right or from the left) 

a) In nominal visibility 
b) In visibility at the limits of the vehicle ODD 

To be linked to the notion of "free running" over the 
whole route, without traffic,  
a) In nominal visibility conditions 
b) At the limit of visibility conditions of the ODD system 
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Anticipation of lane change in view of diverging traffic (right or left turn) 

a) In nominal visibility 
b) In visibility at the limits of the vehicle or system ODD 

Overtaking 

Overtaking on a lane  

I) On separate carriageways (1; 2; 3 lanes) 
II) On two-way lanes (2*1; 2*2; 2+1 lanes) 

at the authorised speed limits of the ego vehicle and the approaching vehicle: 

a) In a straight line and nominal visibility 
b) In radius of curvature, gradient and visibility at the limits of the vehicle or system ODD 

 

* NB: application to an automated road transport system: if the system extends the SDO of the vehicle(s): duplicate testing at the new ODD limits of the system 

 

 

Inserts and 
intersections 

  

NB: below, the scenarios are shown subject to the corresponding nominal manoeuvre being included in the vehicle or system's ODD 

Roundabout 
crossing 

Crossing a roundabout  

I. with 4 entries  
II. representing the limit number of entries of the vehicle's ODD 

i) with a vehicle travelling at a speed representative of an insertion, from a stop, at each entrance 
upstream of the vehicle's entrance 
(j) with a vehicle travelling at a speed representative of an insertion made at 30 km/h, from each 
entrance upstream of the ego vehicle 
(k) with a stream of vehicles travelling at a low speed allowing an insertion of the ego vehicle 
(parameters to be defined by the designer) 

(a) At nominal visibility conditions 
(b) At the limit visibility conditions of the vehicle or system ODD 

To be linked to the concept of "white running" on all the 
roundabouts of the route with a control vehicle entering 
at the different entrances of the roundabouts, from a 
stop or from the speed of 30 km/h: 
a) In nominal visibility conditions 
b) At the limit visibility conditions of the system ODD 
 
Specific test representing the roundabouts of the route 
presenting significant visibility masks, respectively in 
dense traffic conditions and with a control vehicle 
entering the roundabout at excessive speed (see below 
in the "critical hazards" section) 
 

Intersection 
crossing 

Crossing an intersection  

I. with traffic lights 
II. with specific priority regime 
III. without specific priority regime 

To be linked to the concept of "clear running" on all the 
intersections of the route with a control vehicle entering, 
from a stop or from the maximum authorised speed on 
the adjacent lane: 
(a) In nominal visibility conditions 
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i) with a vehicle approaching from a standstill 
j) with a vehicle approaching at a speed equal to a fixed percentage of the maximum authorised 
speed on the approach lane 
(k) with a stream of vehicles travelling at a low speed allowing the vehicle to be inserted (parameters 
to be defined by the designer) 

(a) At nominal visibility conditions 
(b) At the visibility limit conditions of the vehicle or system ODD 

b) At the limit of visibility conditions of the ODD system 
 
Specific test representing the intersections of the route 
with significant visibility masks, respectively in dense 
traffic conditions and with a control vehicle approaching 
the intersection at excessive speed (see below in the 
section "critical hazards") 

 

Crossing a level 
crossing 

Stopping in accordance with level crossing signs : 

(a) In a straight line and nominal visibility 
(b) In a bend and visibility at the limits of the vehicle or system ODD 

Stop in accordance with the signs at all level crossings 
encountered on the route 

Turning right at 
an intersection 

Turn right at an intersection  
I. with traffic lights 
II. with specific priority regime 
III. without specific priority regime 

i) with no vehicle in the adjacent lanes 
j) with a vehicle coming from the left, travelling at a speed equal to a fixed percentage of the 
maximum authorised speed on the approach lane continuing on the lane into which the vehicle is 
entering 
(k) with a vehicle coming from the left, travelling at the speed representative of a standing start from 
the approach lane continuing onto the insertion lane of the vehicle concerned 
(l) with an oncoming vehicle travelling at a speed equal to a fixed percentage of the maximum 
authorised speed in the approach lane continuing (by turning left) into the inside lane of the vehicle 
(m) with an oncoming vehicle travelling at a speed representative of a standing start from the 
approach lane continuing (by turning left) into the insertion lane of the vehicle concerned 
n) with a stream of vehicles travelling at low speed on the insertion lane allowing for an insertion of 
the ego vehicle (parameters to be defined by the designer) 
(o) with a stream of vehicles travelling at low speed from the front lane, with a view to inserting (by 
turning left) into the ego vehicle insertion lane (parameters to be defined by the designer) 
(a) At nominal visibility conditions 
(b) At the limit of visibility conditions of the vehicle or system ODD 

To be linked to the concept of "clear running" on all right 
turns of the route with a control vehicle entering, from a 
stop or at a speed equal to a fixed percentage of the 
maximum speed allowed in the adjacent lane, from the 
lane towards which the vehicle is entering or from the 
lane in front (by turning left): 
(a) In nominal visibility conditions 
b) At the limit of visibility conditions of the ODD system 
 
Specific test representing the right turns of the route 
with significant visibility masks, respectively in dense 
traffic conditions and with a control vehicle approaching 
the intersection at excessive speed (see below in the 
"critical hazards" section) 

 

Turning left at an 
intersection 

Respecting the prohibition on turning left where it applies 

Turning left at an intersection  

I. with traffic lights 
II. with specific priority regime 

To be linked to the concept of "clear running" on all right 
turns of the route with a control vehicle entering, from a 
stop or at a speed equal to a fixed percentage of the 
maximum speed allowed in the adjacent lane, from the 
lane towards which the vehicle is entering or from the 
lane in front (by turning right): 
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III. without specific priority regime 

i) with no vehicle in the adjacent lanes 
j) with a vehicle coming from the right, travelling at a speed equal to a fixed percentage of the 
maximum authorised speed on the approach lane continuing on the lane into which the vehicle is 
entering 
(k) with a vehicle coming from the right, travelling at the speed representative of a standing start 
from the approach lane continuing on to the insertion lane of the vehicle concerned 
(l) with a vehicle coming from the right, travelling at a speed equal to a fixed percentage of the 
maximum authorised speed on the approach lane continuing by turning left 
(m) with a vehicle coming from the right, travelling at the speed representative of a standing start 
from the approaching left turn lane 
(n) with an oncoming vehicle travelling at a speed equal to a fixed percentage of the maximum 
authorised speed in the approach lane proceeding straight ahead 
(o) with an oncoming vehicle travelling at a speed representative of a standing start from the 
approach lane continuing straight ahead 
(p) with an oncoming vehicle travelling at a speed equal to a fixed percentage of the maximum 
authorised speed in the approach lane continuing by turning right into the insertion lane of the 
vehicle in front 
(q) with an oncoming vehicle travelling at a speed representative of a standing start from the 
approach lane and then turning right into the inside lane of the vehicle 
(r) with an oncoming vehicle travelling at a speed equal to a fixed percentage of the maximum 
authorised speed in the approaching lane and continuing by turning left 
(s) with an oncoming vehicle travelling at the speed representative of a standing start from the left-
hand approach lane 
t) with a stream of vehicles travelling at low speed on the insertion lane allowing insertion of the ego 
vehicle (parameters to be defined by the designer) 
u) with a low-speed vehicle stream from the front lane, with a view to proceeding straight ahead 
(parameters to be defined by the designer) 
v) with a vehicle stream travelling at low speed from the front lane, in order to insert (by turning 
right) into the insertion lane of the ego vehicle (parameters to be defined by the designer) 
w) with a blocking of the insertion lane preventing the completion of the left turn manoeuvre 
(parameters to be defined by the designer) 

(a) At nominal visibility conditions 
(b) At the limit of visibility conditions of the vehicle or system ODD 

(a) In nominal visibility conditions 
b) At the limit of visibility conditions of the ODD system 
 
Specific test representing the right turns of the route 
with significant visibility masks, respectively in dense 
traffic conditions and with a control vehicle approaching 
the intersection at excessive speed (see below in the 
"critical hazards" section) 

 

U-turn Same as above for the left turn Same as above for the left turn 
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Entry from 
insertion lane / 
acceleration 

Track insertion   

I. On separate carriageways (1; 2; 3 lanes) 
II. On two-way lanes (2*1; 2*2; 2+1 lanes) 

i) with traffic lights 
ii) with specific priority regime 
iii) without specific priority regime 

 with no vehicle on the lane to be inserted 

 with a vehicle travelling at the maximum authorised speed on the lane concerned by the 
insertion 

 with a vehicle travelling at the maximum authorised speed on the lane to be inserted and a 
vehicle, right or opposite, on the adjacent lane 

 with a stream of vehicles travelling at the maximum authorised speed on the lane targeted for 
insertion, allowing an ego vehicle insertion (parameters to be defined by the designer) 

 with a stream of vehicles travelling at low speed on the target lane of the insertion, allowing an 
insertion of the ego vehicle (parameters to be defined by the designer) 

(a) In a straight line and under nominal visibility conditions 
(b) In curves and at the limit of visibility conditions of the vehicle or system ODD 

To be linked to the concept of "running clear" on all the 
insertions of the route with a control vehicle travelling on 
the lane concerned by the insertion at the maximum 
speed allowed on that lane: 
a) In nominal visibility conditions 
b) At the system ODD visibility limit conditions 
 
Specific test representing path insertion configurations 
with significant visibility masks, respectively in dense 
traffic conditions and with a control vehicle approaching 
the intersection at excessive speed (see below in the 
"critical hazards" section) 

 

Exit to exit lane / 
deceleration 

Deceleration behaviour on the approach and on the exit lane from the maximum speed allowed in 
the vehicle/system ODD 

a) In nominal visibility conditions 
b) When cornering on the exit lane and at the visibility limit conditions of the vehicle/system ODD 

To be linked to the notion of "running clear" on all the 
insertions of the route with a control vehicle travelling at 
the maximum authorised speed on the lane towards 
which the vehicle is egoistic: 
a) In nominal visibility conditions 
b) At the limit of visibility conditions of the ODD system 
 
Specific test representing the route insertions with 
significant visibility masks, respectively in dense traffic 
conditions and with a control vehicle approaching the 
intersection at excessive speed (see below in the "critical 
hazards" section) 

Insertion from 
track / private 
site 

Assumed to be covered by the "right turn" scenarios 

To be linked to the notion of "clear running" on all exits 
of the ego-vehicle from the private site/track of the 
journey with a control vehicle travelling at the maximum 
speed allowed on the track into which the ego-vehicle is 
entering: 
(a) In nominal visibility conditions 
b) At the limit of visibility conditions of the system ODD 
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Specific test representing ego vehicle exits from a site or 
private lane of the route with significant visibility masks, 
respectively in heavy traffic conditions and with a control 
vehicle approaching the exit at excessive speed (see 
below in the "critical hazards" section) 

Public transport 
stops 

Deceleration and stopping behaviour on : 

I) A stop in line (free of third party parking along the length of the vehicle + 10 m) 
II) An overhanging stop of vehicle length + 10 m, free of parking along the entire length of the 
overhang 
III) A stop in a notch of vehicle length + 20 m, free of parking along the whole length of the notch 

from an initial driving speed equal to the maximum authorised speed 

(a) in nominal visibility conditions 
(b) at the limit of visibility conditions of the vehicle or system ODD 

To be linked to the notion of "clear running" on all 
planned stops of the ego vehicle on the route, free of 
third party parking: 
a) In nominal visibility conditions 
b) At the visibility limit conditions of the system ODD 
 
Specific test representing a stop of the ego vehicle at 
locations where there is a significant risk of reducing the 
parking length by more than 5 m due to obstructive 
parking (see below in the section "critical hazards") 

Public transport 
stop exit 

Insertion into traffic from the stop on : 

I) A stop in line 
II) An overhanging stop of vehicle length + 10 m, free to park for the full length of the overhang 
III) A notched stop of vehicle length + 20 m, free to park along the entire length of the notch 

 with no vehicle on the lane to be inserted 

 with a vehicle travelling at the maximum authorised speed on the lane to be inserted 

 with a vehicle travelling at the maximum permitted speed on the lane to be inserted and a 
vehicle on the adjacent lane to the right or opposite 

 with a stream of vehicles travelling at the maximum authorised speed on the lane targeted 
for insertion, allowing an ego vehicle insertion (parameters to be defined by the designer) 

 with a stream of vehicles travelling at low speed on the target lane of the insertion, allowing 
an insertion of the ego vehicle (parameters to be defined by the designer) 

(a) at nominal visibility conditions 
(b) at the visibility limit conditions of the vehicle or system ODD 

To be linked to the notion of "clear running" on all 
planned stops of the ego vehicle on the route, free of 
third party parking: 
a) In nominal visibility conditions 
b) At the visibility limit conditions of the system ODD 
 
Specific test representing the insertion on the track, from 
stop locations on the route presenting significant 
visibility masks, respectively in dense traffic conditions 
and with a control vehicle approaching the stop at 
excessive speed (see below in the "critical hazards" 
section) 
 

Post-stop track 
departure 
(separate 
scenarios from 
stop at a line 
stop) 

Insertion into traffic from a stop  

i) without a vehicle on the lane to be inserted 
j) with a vehicle travelling at the maximum permitted speed on the lane to be inserted 
k) with a vehicle travelling at the maximum permitted speed on the lane to be inserted and a vehicle 
(on the right or opposite) on the adjacent lane  
(l) with a vehicle stream travelling at the maximum permitted speed on the lane intended for the 
insertion, allowing for an ego vehicle insertion (parameters to be defined by the designer) 
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(m) with a stream of vehicles travelling at low speed on the target lane of the insertion, allowing an 
insertion of the ego vehicle (parameters to be defined by the designer) 

(a) at nominal visibility conditions 
(b) at the visibility limit conditions of the vehicle or system ODD 

(NB: track stops corresponding to minimal risk or emergency manoeuvres are dealt with in the responses to critical hazards below) 

 

 

- Responses to critical traffic hazards and/or singular points on the route 

The scenarios listed below are intended to deal with "critical" (or edge) scenarios, in the sense that they include "targets" whose behaviour is particularly 

dangerous (e.g. excessive speed of third party users) or singular route elements (visibility masks, centres of interaction generation with third party users). 

 
Vehicle 

(or system *) 
Route 

NB: below, the scenarios are shown subject to the corresponding nominal manoeuvre being included in the vehicle or system's ODD 

Rolling Critical hazards Singular points of the route 

Track rolling 

Interaction scenarios with third party users below, at vehicle speed limits: 

I) On a dual carriageway (1; 2; 3 lanes) 
II) On a two-way lane (2*1; 2*2; 2+1 lanes) 

 Vehicle (LV, HGV, 2WD) stopped in the lane of the ego vehicle 

 Vehicle (LV, HGV, 2WD) in the lane of the ego vehicle decelerating up to 6 m/s². 

 Vehicle with a speed of less than 25 km/h in the lane of the ego vehicle 

 Vehicle in front, travelling at the speed of the ego vehicle, swerving into the lane 

 Pedestrian: static; crossing at a constant speed of 5 km/h; stopping while crossing the lane from 
a speed of 5 km/h; crossing while accelerating from the edge of the lane at 1.5 m/s²; travelling in 
the lane at 10 km/h in the direction of travel of the vehicle or in the opposite direction to the 
vehicle; decelerating in the lane up to 6 m/s². 

 Cyclist or EDP: static; crossing at a constant speed of 20 km/h; stopping while crossing the track 
from a speed of 20 km/h; crossing while accelerating from the track edge at 1.5 m/s²; travelling 
on the track at 30 km/h in the direction of travel of the vehicle or in the opposite direction to 
the vehicle; decelerating on the track up to 6 m/s². 

 Inert object encroaching on the track with a height less than the wheelbase of the vehicle 

 Inert object encroaching on the lane, higher than the vehicle wheelbase: different 
encroachment scenarios (from 30 cm to the entire lane width)  

The scenarios opposite should also be tested in a mask 
configuration representing the one observed on the 
critical points of the route from the point of view of 
masks and traffic generation of vulnerable users. 
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 Cut-in: different scenarios to be proposed by the system designer, including at least one 
scenario illustrating a time-to-collision towards the vehicle after its cut-in, without response 
from the ego-vehicle, of less than 1 s 

 Cut-out: different scenarios to be proposed by the system designer, including at least one 
scenario illustrating a time-to-collision towards the target vehicle, after cut-out of the third 
vehicle, without response from the ego vehicle, of less than 1 s 

(a) In a straight line and in nominal visibility 
(b) In curvature and visibility at the vehicle or system ODD limits 

Crossing (two-
way traffic) 

Interaction scenarios between the ego vehicle and the vehicle in the opposite direction: 

I) On a dual carriageway (1; 2; 3 lanes):  

 Opposite direction vehicle with speed equal to the maximum allowed speed 

II) On a two-way lane (2*1; 2*2; 2+1 lanes):  

 Infringing overtaking of the opposite vehicle 

 Encroachment on the lane (30 cm) of the opposite vehicle 

 Opposite vehicle tailgating (< 30 cm on the lane) 

a) In a straight line and nominal visibility 
b) In radius of curvature and visibility at the limits of the vehicle or system ODD 

 

Lane change 

Lane change in running section 

I) On a dual carriageway (2; 3 lanes) 
II) On a two-way lane (2*2 lanes; 2+1 lanes) 

 With a vehicle (LV, HGV, 2WD) arriving from the rear, on the adjacent lane, at an excessive 
speed (+ 20 km/h and + 50 km/h compared to the maximum authorised speed) 

 With a vehicle arriving from the rear on the adjacent lane, with an acceleration > 3 m/s². 

 With a vehicle in front on the adjacent lane with a deceleration > 6 m/s². 

 With a 2WD vehicle reversing with a speed differential > 50 km/h 

a) In a straight line and nominal visibility 
b) In radius of curvature and visibility at the limits of the vehicle ODD 

 

Overtaking Assumed to be covered by the above lane change scenarios  

 

Inserts and intersections   

NB: below, the scenarios are shown subject to the corresponding nominal manoeuvre being included in the vehicle or system's ODD 
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Roundabout/roundabout 
crossing 

Crossing a roundabout  

I. with 4 entries  
II. representing the number of limit entries of the vehicle's ODD 

 with a vehicle approaching the roundabout (entrances n-1 and n-2 with respect to the ego 
vehicle) with an excessive speed (> 80 km/h) 

a) In nominal visibility conditions 
b) At the vehicle or system ODD visibility limit conditions 

The scenarios opposite should also be tested in a mask 
configuration representing the one observed on the 
critical roundabouts of the route from a mask point of 
view. 

Intersection crossing 

Crossing an intersection  
I. with traffic lights 
II. with specific priority regime 
III. without specific priority regime 

 with a vehicle approaching at excessive speed (maximum authorised speed + 20 km/h and 
+ 50 km/h in relation to the maximum authorised speed on the approaching lane) 

(a) In nominal visibility conditions 
(b) At the limit of visibility conditions of the vehicle or system ODD 

The scenarios shown here should also be tested in a 
mask configuration representing the one observed on 
the critical intersections of the route from the point of 
view of masks. 

Crossing a level crossing   

Turning right at an 
intersection 

Turn right at an intersection  
I. with traffic lights 
II. with specific priority regime 
III. without specific priority regime 

 with a vehicle coming from the left, travelling at excessive speed (maximum authorised 
speed, + 20 km/h and + 50 km/h in relation to the maximum authorised speed) and not 
respecting the priorities 

 with an oncoming vehicle turning right into the lane of insertion of the ego vehicle, 
travelling at excessive speed (maximum authorised speed, + 20 km/h and + 50 km/h in 
relation to the maximum authorised speed) and not respecting the priorities 

(a) In nominal visibility conditions 
(b) At the limit of visibility conditions of the vehicle or system ODD 

The scenarios shown here should also be tested in a 
mask configuration representing the one observed on 
the critical intersections of the route from the point of 
view of masks. 

Turning left at an 
intersection 

Turn left at an intersection  

I. with traffic lights 
II. with specific priority regime 
III. without specific priority regime 

The scenarios shown here should also be tested in a 
mask configuration representing the one observed on 
the critical intersections of the route from the point of 
view of masks. 
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 with a vehicle coming from the right, travelling at excessive speed (maximum authorised 
speed, + 20 km/h and + 50 km/h in relation to the maximum authorised speed) and not 
respecting the priorities 

 with an oncoming vehicle turning right into the lane of insertion of the ego vehicle, 
travelling at excessive speed (maximum authorised speed, + 20 km/h and + 50 km/h in 
relation to the maximum authorised speed) and not respecting the priorities 

(a) In nominal visibility conditions 
(b) At the limit of visibility conditions of the vehicle or system ODD 

U-turn Same as above for the left turn Same as above for the left turn 

Entry from insertion lane 
/ acceleration 

Track insertion   

I. On separate carriageways (1; 2; 3 lanes) 
II. On two-way lanes (2*1; 2*2; 2+1 lanes) 
III. with traffic lights 
IV. with specific priority regime 
V. without specific priority regime 

 with a vehicle travelling at an excessive speed on the lane where the insertion is to take 
place (+ 20 km/h and + 50 km/h in relation to the maximum authorised speed) and not 
respecting the priorities 

(a) In a straight line and in nominal visibility conditions 
(b) On a curve and at the limit of visibility conditions of the vehicle or system ODD 

The scenarios opposite should also be tested in a mask 
configuration representing the one observed on the 
critical insertions of the route from a mask point of 
view. 

Exit to exit lane / 
deceleration 

Deceleration behaviour on the approach and on the exit lane, from the maximum speed 
allowed in the vehicle/system ODD, in the situation of blocking the exit lane beyond the end of 
the deceleration lane 

a) In the nominal visibility condition 
b) In a curve on the exit lane and at the visibility limit conditions of the vehicle/system ODD 

The scenarios opposite should also be tested in a mask 
configuration representing that observed on the mask-
critical exit routes of the route. 

Insertion from track / 
private site 

Assumed to be covered by the "right turn" scenarios 

The scenarios opposite should also be tested in a mask 
configuration representing the one observed on the 
critical ego vehicle outputs from the mask point of 
view. 

Public transport stop 

Deceleration and stopping behaviour at a stop (in-line, overhanging, notched) obstructed by 
obstructive parking 

 partially: reduction of the nominal parking length by less than 5 m 

 strongly: parking length less than the length of the vehicle + 5 m 

The following scenarios should also be tested in stop 

location configurations where there is a significant risk 

of parking length being reduced by more than 5m by 

obstructive parking 
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from an initial speed equal to the maximum authorised speed 

a) in nominal visibility conditions 
b) at the visibility limit conditions of the vehicle or system ODD 

Public transport stop exit 

Insertion into traffic from the stop (in line, overhanging, notched), free of parking over the whole 
nominal length 

 with a vehicle travelling at excessive speed in the lane to be inserted (+20 km/h and +50 
km/h over the maximum permitted speed) and not respecting the priorities 

 with a stream of vehicles travelling at low speed on the lane to be inserted, allowing the 
vehicle to be inserted ego (parameters to be defined by the designer) 

(a) at nominal visibility conditions 
(b) at the limit of visibility conditions of the vehicle or system ODD 

The scenarios opposite should also be tested in a mask 
configuration representing the one observed on the 
critical parking exits of the route from a masking point 
of view. 

Post-stop track 
departure 

Insertion into traffic from a standstill  

 with a vehicle travelling at excessive speed in the lane to be inserted (+ 20 km/h and + 50 
km/h in relation to the maximum authorised speed) and not respecting the priorities 

 with a vehicle travelling at the maximum authorised speed on the lane to be inserted and a 
vehicle (to the right or in front) travelling at excessive speed on the lane to be inserted (+ 20 
km/h and + 50 km/h in relation to the maximum authorised speed) and not respecting the 
priorities 

(a) in nominal visibility conditions 
(b) at the limit of visibility conditions of the vehicle or system ODD 
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V. Annex: Overview of international work on scenario description 

Project Use case Layers or axes of description 

VMAD - ONU  1: Road geometry 
2: Road rules and street furniture 
3: Temporal changes (works) and events modifying the infrastructure 
4: Moving objects 
5: Environmental conditions 
6: Unplanned events 
7: Digital information failure (connectivity) 

OICA/CELPA/ACEA 
- CE 

 1: Nominal scenarios (ODD analysis - driving scenario analysis - OEDR analysis) 
2: Critical scenarios (accident database - real world data - assumptions) 
3: Failure scenarios (chance-based analytical approach - responses) 

PEGASUS – 
Germany 

Highway 1: Road level (geometry, topology, surface quality) 
2: Infrastructure (signalling, structural boundaries) 
3: Temporal changes in layers 1 and 2 (geometric and temporal) 
4: Objects (static and dynamic and interactions, related manoeuvres) 
5: Environment (weather, light conditions) 
6: Digital information (connectivity) 

SAKURA – Japzn Highway 1: Road geometry  
2: Behaviour of the ego vehicle  
3: Location of surrounding vehicles  
4: Movements of surrounding vehicles 
This approach results in 32 functional scenarios. 

ADScene - MOSAR 
– France 
(SystemX) 

Rolling, 
Incidents, 
Accidents, 
Expertise 

1: Road infrastructure (geometry, signs, lanes, other static equipment) 
2: Vehicle ego (dynamics and behaviour) 
3: Obstacles (mobile or not) 
4: Environment (climatic conditions) 

StreetWise – 
Pays-Bas (TNO) 

 1: Manoeuvring of the ego vehicle; 
2: Dynamic environment (other vehicles and users, traffic conditions)  
3: Static environment (road, equipment)  
4: Weather conditions 

Scenarios for 
assessment of 
automated 
vehicles – 
Singapour  

 1: The static environment  
2: The ego vehicle  
3: The dynamic environment ; 
4: Parameters related to the actors in the scenario (vehicle trajectories, object 
positions) 

MUSICC – UK   1: Representation of the road network  
2: Representation of actions/movements of other road users  
3: Other data: metadata and stochastic parameters 

CDV – Israël  Autoroutier 1: Road level (geometry, topology, surface quality) 
2: Infrastructure (signalling, structural boundaries) 
3: Temporal changes in layers 1 and 2 (geometric and temporal) 
4: Objects (static and dynamic and interactions, related manoeuvres) 
5: Environment (weather, light conditions) 
6: Digital information (connectivity) 

A Framework for 
Automated 
Driving System 
Testable Cases 
and Scenarios – 
USA  

Motorway, 
Heavy traffic, 
Public 
transport, 
Valet parking, 
Taking control 
in an 
emergency 

1: Physical infrastructure  
2: Operational constraints (traffic conditions, speed limits) 
3: Objects (road users, signs, obstacles) 
4: Connectivity 
5: Environmental conditions 
6: Zones (zone fencing, traffic management zones, schools, states/regions) 
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VI. Annex: Links with the OICA-ACEA-CLEPA approach 

Source : Cadre basé sur l'ODD pour l'assurance de la sécurité des systèmes de conduite automatisée - OICA-

CLEPA au MVWG 
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